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Coming Events 

 Morgan Easter Bazaar 

     Saturday 26th March           

(morning). 

 

 Cadell Harvest Festival 

    Saturday 26th March    

(afternoon). 

 

 Morgan Living River 

Festival Saturday 

   14th and Sunday            

   15th May.   

 

Below in a nut shell, is what has been happening since December 

 8 double power points installed in workshop.· 

 Engine crank with fly wheels removed and taken to SA 

water workshop so further work can be carried out on the 
stubborn gib key. 

 Shipwright on site for more detailed measurement of hull 

planking. 

 Letter from Morgan Marina indicating they are not making 

their slip available for the P S Canally (December). 

 More Spotted Gum on order from A. Fitton to complete 

the hull restoration. 

 Tom Stegemann re-negotiating with Morgan  

 Marina re slip (February). 

 Fly wheel finally removed from engine crank after many 

months work. Well done to all. 

 We have had some interesting responses to our item in 

the Sunday Mail’s ‘Can you help?’ segment        

 P S Canally (plus playground boat) were graffitied in  

February.  The culprits ,who are not local ,were          
questioned by the police and a $100.00 donation was 
made by the family. 

 A successful Wake board meet was held in Morgan with 

excellent co-operation from them regarding the 4 knot 
zones. 

 Several minor leaks at the usual butt plates in the fore 

and aft peaks have been plugged with saw dust and tar. 

 Committee meeting was held with the following points. 

1. We seem to be getting closer to slipping in Morgan. 
2. A quote was received for construction of a 3rd cradle. 
3. A working Bee is scheduled for March 20th. 

   
  PS: Subscriptions are now due. 

Working Bee 

Sunday 20th March 2016 

8:30am  

Can you spare some time to  assist 
us with the following jobs? 

 clear out carriages and move 

items to newly completed    
Station Masters House 

 secure loose temporary decking 

boards 

 assist with engine dismantling
  

Lunch and refreshments will be 

provided on the day. 

RSVP  please to  

matthew.seton@bigpond.com for 

catering purposes. 

 



Chairman ’ s Report 

We have sent a letter to the Mid Murray Council re our continued funding.  Below are a few of my 
thoughts as to the problems we have had to deal with. 
 
              When you look at all the work that has been done over the last few years you can see the 
frustration we have gone through getting work done on the hull.  After many attempts at getting     
inspections carried out and trying to find alternate shipwrights we have found that the only person 
willing to work on the PS Canally hull is Adam Fitton from Echuca.  We were able to get an alternative 
review from a former Murray River shipwright (Andrew Cook) which basically lines up with what Adam 
has presented to us.  I would say that due diligence was well and truly done by us. 
 
                The bottom line is that it would be unwise to put any extra load e.g. decking on the            
PS Canally until the rest of the planking is done.  This has been suggested as a 6 week job by       
Adam.  Finally, in a future slipping, the keelsons would be replaced which would then leave the     
compulsory bi-annual slipping when surveyed. 
 
                Timber has been ordered.  We have Oakum and some bolts.  We are very close to        
organizing a slip in Morgan which will see the boat stay local saving relocation / return and               
accommodation charges.  We also have a quote on a 3rd cradle to support the hull on the slip.  Also 
being in Morgan we may be able to get some assistance from the  Marion guys in Mannum. 
 
                The hull needs to be slipped in the next 12 months to check several minor leaks and to carry 
out any re-caulking, so this would be the ideal time to finish off the hull work. The decking can then go 
down thus making a visible change which people will be able to see and appreciate that things are 
happening. 
 
                I would suggest with the shipwrights wages this will not be a cheap job but I do not think 
anyone, including council, thought the project would be cheap back when the boat was brought down 
from Euston.  Adam has not yet given me an estimate of this job, but if I were to pluck a number out of 
the air the sum of $150k doesn’t sound unreasonable.  It could probably be spread over 2 years as 
was done for the first major slipping.  The Campaspe Shire last year let a $500k contract on the            
re-hulling of the PS Arbuthnot.  This work being done by Adam Fitton and Adam Auditorie.  
 
                I must reiterate that this work needs to be done for the project to go ahead or all the other 
excellent peripheral work done on the boat; engine and precinct will have all been in vain.  If you   

encounter any negativity on the project direct the people to our web site. www.pscanally.com  
 
When you see the time taken by other paddle steamers to become viable we are not doing too badly, 
at least they were able to start with a complete boat, not like us. 
 
                Any of you out there that may have any other Ideas or helpful information our committee 
would love to hear from you. We always have room on the team and look forward to any fresh help. 
 
Phil Reed. 

History Corner 

 Messes G Ferguson 

 

Dear Sir 

 

I am forwarding on per steamer  
Canally to  Messes Mc Clive and 
Valentine  
46 ---?--- Sultanas 64 Boxes Cur-
rants on behalf Mrs E Flavel Postal 
Address c/o AG Hardwick Private 
Bag Morgan. Also 90 Boxes Currants 
on my own behalf total 200 Boxes  
All Boxes  and cartons are         
Branded Mc CV  
 Syd         
      G F   
 P  A 
Messes McClive and Valentine   
advised me that my fruit is for     
Sydney 
   
 Yours faithfully 

 AG Hardwick 

 

Transcript of letter sent   

1st May 1924 

We were very pleased with the recent feedback we received from a “Can you help” question printed in 
the “Sunday Mail’.  We received letters, emails, photos a book and copies of a couple of clients letters 
from  the family of Arthur George Hardwick who settled on a block in the Berri Irrigation Area around 
1913.  He started to produce grapes and oranges around the early 1920’s .  He then started a packing 
shed, packing fresh fruit into boxes and sending them interstate.  He also packed fruit for other       
growers which he sent by horse and cart to the riverfront and from  there loaded on o the PS Canally 
to be shipped to Port  Adelaide (via rail from Morgan) and thence on to Sydney for market. 
Arthur purchased a wiring machine and a couple of bundles of wire sent to him, via the Canally,     
addresses Morgan to Berri March 31st 1942. 

Information received from Peter and Jenny Hardwick (Peter being a great  
grandson of Arthur) 

Membership Thank you to the members who have already paid membership this year.   Membership 

runs from January-December.  We have introduced  EFT this year so that you can pay direct into the 

council’s bank account if that suits. This feature is proving popular.  To save on postage costs and 

paper we will not be issuing receipts or membership cards any more.  This will save us money and 

help the environment.  If for any reason you require a receipt please let me know and I’ll forward one 

to you.                       Thanks Julie 

http://www.pscanally.com

